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Communities often rely on sanctioning to induce public goods contributions. Past studies focus on how external agencies or
peer sanctioning induce cooperation. In this article, we focus instead on the role played by centralized authorities, internal
to the community. Combining “lab-in-the-field” experiments with observational data on 1,541 Ugandan farmers from 50
communities, we demonstrate the positive effect of internal centralized sanctioning authorities on cooperative behavior. We
also show that the size of this effect depends on the political process by which authority is granted: subjects electing leaders
contribute more to public goods than subjects who were assigned leaders through a lottery. To test the ecological validity of
our findings, we relate farmers’ behavior in the experiment to their level of cooperation in their community organization. We
show that deference to authority in the controlled setting predicts cooperative behavior in the farmers’ natural environment,
in which they face a similar social dilemma.

C

ontributions to the provision of local public
goods are commonly framed as a problem of
cooperation. Since public goods are nonrivalrous and nonexcludable, rational self-interested group
members would rather free ride on others’ contributions
than bear the costs of cooperation (Olson 1965).
Sanctioning is widely considered a viable solution to
this type of social dilemma (Fehr and Gächter 2002;
Sigmund 2007). Most generally, scholars have identified
two forms of sanctioning solutions to the public goods
problem. In the first solution, central authorities that are
external to the group are the locus of coordination and
enforcement of cooperative efforts. Examples of these
solutions include theories of the state (Scholz and Gray
1997). In the second solution, cooperation emerges from
uncoordinated and decentralized punishment efforts that
are internal to the group. Examples of these solutions
include peer-sanctioning regimes (Ostrom 1990).

These two solutions, however, do not account for all
relevant situations. In fact, even small-size groups and
communities are characterized by some level of social
differentiation from which internal centralized authorities
emerge (King, Johnson, and Van Vugt 2009).1 For
example, merchants in medieval Europe created guilds to
adjudicate disputes (Greif, Milgrom, and Weingast 1994),
and villagers in rural Kenya created school committees
to sanction parents who fail to contribute to local public
goods (Miguel and Gugerty 2005). The first contribution of this article is to analyze the effectiveness of
internal centralized-sanctioning institutions in fostering
cooperation.
In the past two decades, formal and experimental
research have focused almost exclusively on peersanctioning institutions. Within this framework, scholars
have demonstrated that the threat of sanctioning induces
greater cooperation by changing individuals’ payoff
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Social differentiation denotes the tendency of groups and communities to develop hierarchies, in which social roles are defined as a set of
rights and duties members are expected to fulfill (Eguı́luz et al. 2005).
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functions (Fehr and Gächter 2002; Gintis et al. 2005).2
If we consider, however, centralized sanctioning, institutional effectiveness may not rely exclusively on the
threat of punishment, but also on the extent to which it
is perceived as legitimate (Dickson, Gordon, and Huber
2009; Eckel, Fatas, and Wilson 2010). The legitimacy of
an authority is defined as certain dispositions, beliefs,
perceptions, and attitudes that increase the willingness
to obey an authority. Those dispositions, which cannot
be reduced to monetary incentives or to the threat
of brute force, refer to the authority’s right to govern
(Rawls 1971) and the subject’s obligation to obey it (Levi,
Sacks, and Tyler 2009). According to Weber (1922),
legitimacy can be derived from different sources, such
as charismatic, traditional, or rational-legal authority.
Focusing on the latter, the second contribution of this
article is to demonstrate that the political process by
which an authority originally acquires its sanctioning
powers is consequential for cooperation.
To investigate these aspects, we combine “lab-in-thefield” behavioral experiments with observational data on
1,541 producers from 50 Ugandan farmer associations.
We developed a novel adaptation of the public goods
game (PGG), which is the conventional behavioral experiment used to study the conditions under which groups
can overcome individual incentives to defect (Camerer
2003). The experimental setup allows us to attest to the
positive impact of centralized-sanctioning institutions on
cooperative behavior as well as to demonstrate that the
size of this effect depends on the process by which these
institutions are established. To assess the ecological validity of our findings, we then relate the behavior of subjects
in the PGG to their behavior in their natural setting as
members of farmer groups, in which they face a similar
social dilemma.3
The article unfolds as follows. After discussing our
theoretical framework, we describe the research design
and provide information on the research site. Following a summary of our experimental manipulation, we
present a first set of results. To study the impact of internal centralized-sanctioning authorities, we compare the
cooperative behavior of subjects who do not face a threat
of punishment with that of subjects in a context where a
monitor is granted monopoly over sanctioning powers.
2

The main focus of this strand of literature is in identifying conditions for overcoming the second-order collective action problem
inherent in costly punishment. See Fowler (2005) and Boyd et al.
(2003).

3

A similar strategy has been used in a gift-exchange experiment
(List 2006) and a donation experiment (Benz and Meier 2008).
Whether individuals’ prosocial behavior in experiments correlates
with their behavior in natural settings is largely an open question.

We find that the introduction of a centralized-sanctioning
authority has a strong positive impact on cooperation. To
study whether the political process through which local authorities acquire their powers is consequential, we
compare the cooperative behavior of subjects who elected
their monitor with the behavior of subjects who were assigned a monitor selected at random. We find that the way
in which centralized authorities obtain their sanctioning
powers has an independent impact on cooperation: participants are more responsive to the authority of elected
monitors.
Following a brief summary of our observational data,
we present a second set of results. First, as in the controlled
setting of the experiment, we find a strong association
between the perceived legitimacy of the managers of the
farmer cooperatives and the level of cooperation of group
members. Second, we show that when the experimental
conditions reproduce key features of the subjects’ natural setting, cooperative behavior in the experiment can
predict a level of cooperation in the farmer group. We
conclude that the experimental setting captures institutional conditions and group dynamics that are relevant
for determining levels of cooperation, at least in the context of Ugandan community organizations.

Theoretical Framework and
Hypotheses
Experimental evidence shows that peer sanctioning is a
successful strategy for increasing cooperation. In PGGs,
subjects anonymously decide how to split an endowment
between private and public accounts. What subjects put
in the private account remains theirs, while what is contributed to the public account is doubled (or otherwise
multiplied) and redistributed evenly among all group
members regardless of their level of contribution. The
most profitable outcome for the group occurs when all
subjects contribute their entire endowment. Nonetheless,
the most profitable strategy for the individual is to keep
the entire endowment and benefit from what everyone else
contributes to the public account. Designed to induce a
social dilemma, PGGs capture how individuals balance
self-interest and the well-being of the group.
In PGGs, participants initially contribute, on average,
between 40 and 60% of their endowment. However, in repeated games, it is common to observe a drop in contributions in subsequent rounds, as conditional cooperators,
who wish to avoid being exploited by free riders, gradually refrain from cooperation (Fischbacher, Gächter, and
Fehr 2001). By contrast, when participants are allowed
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to punish other subjects, overall levels of contribution
increase, since conditional cooperators can discipline defectors (Fehr and Gächter 2002). Peer punishment provides a possibility of targeted interaction, thus fostering
cooperation through mechanisms of direct and indirect
reciprocity (Lubell and Scholz 2001).
Peer sanctioning, however, is only effective under very
restrictive conditions (Sigmund 2007; Taylor 1982). It can
only sustain cooperation in relatively small-size groups,
where the cost of punishment is likely to be recuperated.
In such groups, self-interested contributors may choose
to punish defectors at a personal cost, as long as they
have reasons to believe that punishment will increase
the future contributions of the “targets.” This, in turn,
depends on the frequency of interaction between members (Boyd, Gintis, and Bowles 2010). As the number of
members increases and interactions become infrequent,
bilateral punishment becomes unlikely to sustain cooperation because future gains from punishment cannot be
internalized (Greif 1993).
The limited scope of peer sanctioning induces groups,
organizations, and communities to delegate sanctioning
powers to internal centralized authorities. These institutions are likely to be more efficient than peer punishment
(Erikson and Parent 2007; Guth et al. 2007; O’Gorman,
Henrich, and Van Vugt 2009), since they are better positioned to overcome coordination failures and free riding
problems, although they might experience flaws in information, thus leading to enforcement errors (Dickson,
Gordon, and Huber 2009). The centralization of sanctioning is the likely outcome of an endogenous process
of social differentiation: virtually all social groups, even
those characterized by low levels of complexity, experience elementary forms of division of labor that lead to
the emergence of hierarchical structures and leadership
roles (Baldassarri and Grossman 2011).4 To incorporate
these intuitions into theories of public goods provision,
we study how group members behave when a single individual is given a monopoly over sanctioning. Specifically,
we test the following hypotheses:

In the past two decades, social scientists working
within a “new institutionalist” framework have focused
on demonstrating how individuals’ expectations and behavior are shaped by incentives embedded within formal and informal rules (Levitsky and Murillo 2009). The
various expansions of Douglas North’s basic approach—
which include distinguishing between formal and informal, weak and strong, or exogenous versus endogenous
institutions—continue to place incentives at the center of
the theory’s microfoundation. We complement and enrich this framework by showing that the process by which
institutions are put into place has a causal effect on individuals’ behavior. Namely, our second research question
is whether and how the political process through which
internal centralized authorities obtain their sanctioning
powers is consequential for cooperation.5
Differently from peer-sanctioning systems in which
the right to punish defectors comes hand-in-hand with
group membership, in a centralized-sanctioning regime it
is important to distinguish between the effect of sanctioning and the effect of the way in which sanctioning powers
are granted. In this article, we focus on testing whether
elections have a positive impact on subjects’ cooperative
behavior. Notably, our focus on leader-selection methods
addresses a major gap in the current literature on the impact of leaders on cooperation: the tendency to treat the
emergence of leadership institutions as wholly exogenous
(Ahlquist and Levi 2011).6
There are several complementary mechanisms
through which the participation of group members in
the selection of a sanctioning authority would induce
greater cooperation. Our focus here is on testing whether
the electoral procedure itself can increase public goods
contribution via its impact on the perceived legitimacy of
the centralized authority.
Why should we expect elections to deem leaders
more legitimate? First, elections may have a ritualistic
or symbolic value that confers on leaders greater authority. Closely related, in many groups and societies, explicit consent via elections gives people a sense of agency

H1: Internal centralized authorities that are given a
monopoly over sanctioning decisions will punish defectors at a personal cost.

5

H2: Centralized sanctioning induces greater contribution toward public goods provision.

Similarly, Hibbing and Alford (2004) show that acceptance of
binding decisions depends partially on the procedure through
which decisions were made, and Dal Bo, Foster, and Putterman
(2010) show that the effect of a policy on cooperation is greater
when it is chosen democratically by the subjects rather than being
exogenously imposed.

6
4

Sanctioning, of course, is only one way in which leaders impact
cooperative behavior. Other means include persuasion (Henrich
and Gil-White 2001), coordination (Wilson and Rhodes 1997),
provision of information (Dewan and Myatt 2008), and leading by
example (Levati, Sutter, and van der Heijden 2007).

Past studies allowed participants (Casari and Luini 2009) and
external monitors (Dickson, Gordon, and Huber 2009) to endogenously select some features of the punishment institution. The
monitors in those studies, however, were exogenously determined.
Our study expands the small experimental literature on endogenous institutions by allowing participants to select the identity of
their monitor.
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and control over the selection process.7 Second, elections
can contribute to the legitimacy of centralized authorities through a “peer effect” (Zelditch 2001). In short,
election results signal to subjects the worthiness of the
chosen authority, affecting the way subjects encode information from leaders, and the importance they give
to their messages. Third, elections may increase people’s
sense of obligation to follow the leader (Greif 2006). In
addition, a core argument of a large political science
and social psychology literature is that the fairness of the
procedure through which authorities gain power and/or
exercise power shapes the willingness of subjects to defer to their authority.8 This claim is widespread in legal
(Gibson, Caldeira, and Spence 2005), political (Levi and
Sacks 2009), and managerial settings (Hoffmann 2005).
Our experimental design does not allow for a test of hypotheses concerning specific internal psychological dispositions, but it will nonetheless enable us to focus on the
behavioral manifestation of legitimacy. Namely, we test
whether subjects are more likely to defer to a leader and
accept her punishment decisions if they are allowed to
participate in her selection.
Two other notable mechanisms might account for
the relationship between elections and cooperative behavior: a leadership-selection effect and accountability.
First, direct elections may enable group members to select
“better” leaders, namely, leaders whose status or characteristics make them more effective in triggering cooperation (Eckel, Fatas, and Wilson 2010). Second, periodic
elections may induce elected leaders to sanction more
stringently in order to be reelected, thereby increasing
cooperative behavior (Huber and Gordon 2004). Since
these mechanisms may confound the effect of legitimacy,
we designed our experiments in order to minimize leaderselection effects and control for this aspect in the analysis.
We also eliminate accountability effects.9 Building on the
above framework, our experiment was designed to test
the following hypotheses:
H3: Outcome. The process by which a centralized authority acquires its sanctioning power is consequential for
7

The idea that consent is needed to legitimize authority is usually
accredited to Locke (1990). That elections are the most appropriate
way to elect local leaders was forcefully put forth by rural Ugandans
in dozens of interviews we have conducted during our field work.

8

The evaluation of the fairness of a political process may vary over
time, space, and contextual conditions.

9

Accountability effects are eliminated by having the monitor selected “once and for all” in subsequent rounds. Leaders’ selection
effects were minimized by randomly sampling our experimental
subjects from six different villages and from a pool of members
who did not hold any leadership roles in their associations. We
return to these points in the research design and analysis sections.

cooperation: contribution to public goods provision
is higher when authorities are elected rather than selected at random.
H4: Mechanism. Elections increase cooperation through
a “legitimacy effect”—individuals are more likely to
commit to a leader’s authority if they participate in
her selection.
Our third research question concerns the extent to
which subjects’ behavior in the experimental setting resembles their behavior in the natural setting as farmer
group members. Morton and Williams (2010, 264–65)
refer to such congruence between the experimental setting and the target population’s natural environment as
the ecological validity of an experiment. The approach we
took to address this concern consists of two steps. First, we
conducted individual-level surveys with the experiment’s
subjects in which we collected information about their
cooperative behavior as farmer association members. We
then use those observational data to test whether there
exists a positive relation between a respondent’s evaluation of his group leader’s legitimacy and the respondent’s
contribution toward the public good in his farmer group.
Secondly, we test whether group members’ level of cooperation in the PGGs can predict their cooperative behavior
in their natural setting. We test the following hypotheses:
H5: A positive relation between the perceived legitimacy
of leaders and levels of cooperation exists in the subjects’ natural setting.
H6: The more the experimental conditions reproduce
key features of the natural setting, the more cooperative behavior in the experiment will predict cooperation in the farmer association.

Research Site, Sampling, and
Experimental Design
Our research design entailed taking a behavioral experiment, typically performed in a laboratory environment,
to rural Uganda and conducting our research with members of farmer associations who face collective action
problems on a regular basis. Though the move from the
lab to the “field” entails some loss of control by the experimenter, conducting the PGGs with members of producer
organizations in one of the world’s least developed countries has several notable benefits. First, it extends the scope
conditions of public goods experiments to new cultures
and areas of the world. PGGs are assumed to capture
individuals’ behavior in real-world social dilemmas, yet
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the universal applicability of these experiments has been
limited by the fact that almost all past studies have relied on students from western universities (Cardenas and
Carpenter 2008).10
Second, subjects in our experiments interacted with
subjects who share membership in the same farmer organization. It has been argued that preexisting groups are
the ideal setting to test theories about the emergence of
cooperative behavior (Nowak 2006; Rand et al. 2009).
This is because laboratory experiments—which undoubtedly have contributed immensely to the understanding of
human behavior—strip context away and are limited in
their ability to replicate the mutual trust, past experience, shared norms, and group identity that are central
for balancing tension between private and public interests (Baldassarri 2009; Burnham and Johnson 2005; de
Rooij, Green, and Gerber 2009; Henrich et al. 2004). In
addition, as mentioned, such research design allows us
to relate the subjects’ cooperative behavior in the experiment to their behavior in the natural setting, in which
they face a similar social dilemma.

Research Site
The farmer associations we study were created as part
of one of Uganda’s largest recent rural development interventions: the Agriculture Productivity Enhancement
Project (APEP).11 APEP’s goal was to support the integration of smallholder producers into commercial farming.
Between 2004 and 2009, it helped organize over 60,000
farmers into about 2,500 village-level groups (known as
producer organizations, or POs), which were further organized into more than 200 farmer associations. Serving,
on average, 200 members from 10 neighboring POs, the
farmer associations (known as depot committees, or DCs)
were designed to exploit economies of scale and to bargain
for better prices based on quality and volume.
Studying the APEP groups presents many advantages.
First, the project’s scope and size allow us to conduct a
large-scale quantitative study within the boundaries of
a single nation, thus securing the homogeneity of the
political and legal environments, as well as many projectrelated factors. Moreover, the process of group formation
occurred under the lead of a few project field trainers.
10

Dictator and ultimatum games are widely used in field settings
(Henrich et al. 2004). By contrast, PGGs in field settings are rare (cf.
Fearon, Humphreys, and Weinstein 2009 and Habyarimana et al.
2007).
11

APEP was funded by USAID and implemented by Chemonics, a
Washington, DC, consultancy.

As a consequence, APEP groups have similar governance
structures and leadership positions whose roles and functions are comparable across sites. Each farmer association
has an executive committee, comprised of a manager,
chairperson, secretary, and treasurer. Operationally, the
manager is the leader of the association. His most important responsibilities include organizing crop collection,
searching for buyers, and negotiating output and input
prices. Additionally, managers are involved in coordinating activities, facilitating information diffusion, and overseeing the sanctioning members who do not follow the
association’s rules and bylaws.
Farmer associations provide members with several
services (e.g., training, input procurement), the most important of which is securing higher output prices through
collective marketing.12 Though highly valuable, collective marketing is subject to a social dilemma.13 Because
of the high costs of transportation and market information in many developing countries, dispersed smallholder
farmers are restricted to selling their crops through local
middlemen, who likely exploit asymmetries in information and bargaining power, offering unorganized farmers below-market prices. Organized farmers, by contrast,
can obtain higher prices by increasing their bargaining
power and by reducing buyers’ transaction costs (Staatz
1987).
Once a farmer group is in place, however, middlemen
tend to raise prices to remain competitive. Since middlemen, unlike most farmer groups, collect crops at the farmers’ gate and pay cash on delivery, members have a private
interest in selling to middlemen. The private gain of selling to middlemen (“defecting”), however, is conditional
on a sufficient number of other members selling their crops
via the farmer group (“cooperating”). This is because the
price offered by middlemen depends on the price that
the farmer group secures (“yardstick effect”), which itself crucially depends on volume. If too many members
defect, collective marketing collapses. Some groups manage to overcome this tension between private and group
interests, while many others fail.14

12
The vast literature on the potential of farmer organizations as
engines of growth generally suggests that farmer cooperatives in
developing countries can play an important role in poverty alleviation (Narayan-Parker 2002).
13
APEP was designed to help farmers overcome the collective action
problem of creating an organization. It did not, however, eliminate
other collective action problems such as the one inherent in collective marketing.
14
Farmer groups that manage to overcome this social dilemma can
have a strong, positive, and significant impact on their members’
welfare (Grossman and Hanlon 2011).
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Sampling and Data Collection
We used a stratified, random, multistage cluster design
to select our sample.15 The use of random samples is
not common in behavioral experiments, since their goal
is usually to test general causal statements and not to
determine the probability that a certain event will occur
in a particular population (Berkowitz and Donnerstein
1982). Drawing a representative sample from each
sampled farmer association, nonetheless, had two benefits. First, knowing they are interacting with “average”
co-members, the experimental subjects were better able
to form consistent beliefs about the behaviors of the individuals with whom they were playing (see Habyarimana
et al. 2007). Second, it allowed us to make inferences
from the behavior of our sample to the groups from
which our subjects were drawn (see Levitt and List 2007).
Within each of the 50 sampled associations, different
types of data were collected. We interviewed the four DC
executives to gather information at the cooperative level.
Data on the DCs’ economic activities were also assembled
from the associations’ books and records. In each association, we sampled six producer organizations (POs), for
a total of 287.16 An interview with the leaders of the sampled POs allowed us to collect additional data at that level.
We also collected individual-level data. From each sampled PO, we further sampled, on average, six members,
for a total of 36 members per association. Sampled members were surveyed in person by trained interviewers in
the respondents’ language, for a total of 1,781 surveys.17

Experimental Design
To test Hypotheses 1 through 4, we designed a novel adaptation of the PGG. In each round of play, subjects received
an endowment of 10 coins of 100 USH—10 monetary
units (MUs)—which is the equivalent of about half a
daily wage in rural Uganda. Subjects then had to decide,
anonymously, how to split this endowment between a private and a public account. What subjects put in the private
account remained theirs, while what was contributed to
15
A detailed description of the sampling scheme, including a map
showing the farmer groups’ location, can be found online in the
Supporting Information (SI) appendix.
16
When a farmer association had fewer than seven POs, we selected
all its village-level groups.
17
Only 1,541 of the 1,781 sampled members participated in the
PGGs. This gap is due to the fact that the experiments were conducted, in each DC, in a single day in a central location, while
to reduce attrition, interviewers returned to sampled villages several times to locate members who did not show up on the datacollection day.
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the public account was doubled and redistributed evenly
among all group members.
Our experiment consists of three different variants of
the PGG: baseline, random monitor, and elected monitor. Subjects assigned to the baseline participated in six
rounds of a PGG without sanctioning. In the two monitoring treatments, we introduced a centralized-sanctioning
institution. Differently from peer-sanctioning settings, in
which subjects may punish each other, we gave sanctioning powers to a single authority. Namely, after two preliminary rounds, one of the subjects was assigned the role of
a monitor. Monitors received the same endowment as the
other subjects, but could not contribute to the PGG, nor
receive part of the public account. Instead, monitors were
able to spend 1 MU to take away 3 MUs from subjects
whose contribution level they disapproved.18 Monitors’
payoff did not depend on the group’s level of cooperation,
but only on their sanctioning decisions. A monitor’s payoff in round t is, therefore, 10 (MUs) minus the number of
subjects sanctioned in that round.
 Subjects’ payoff is cal2 xi t
culated as i t = (10 − xi t ) + n − Pi t × 3, where xi t
∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10} is the contribution to the public account,
and P ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether player i was sanctioned
at round t.19
The two sanctioning treatments differed only
in the procedure for selecting the monitor. In the
random-monitor treatment (Tr ), the monitor was selected through a lottery. Comparing the baseline with the
random-monitor condition allows for an assessment of
the causal effect of instituting a centralized-sanctioning
regime. In the elected-monitor treatment (Te ), participants elected their monitor using a secret ballot.20 A comparison of the random and elected-monitor treatments
18
This study follows the convention in PGGs, according to which
the threat of punishment is credible and substantial: sanctioned
subjects cannot refrain from paying their fine.
19
To ensure the credibility of the leadership-selection process, as
well as the practical execution of the PGG in a field setting, the
experiment took place in a single room, where participants would
decide their contributions behind screens. In this setting, the physical appearance of the monitor, as well as that of the other participants, was known. We designed the game and tested it extensively
to make sure that the lack of complete anonymity would not induce any kind of hostility or retaliation among the participants,
especially toward the monitor. We also conceived several features
in the design of the PGG to make sure that participants would not
interpret the action of the monitor as directly oriented at damaging their own welfare. In particular, the monitor did not sanction
individuals directly, but simply levels of contribution. Moreover,
the actual monetary remuneration occurred at the end of the day,
after participants had played several other games, and the payoff of
this game was a small share of their total gains.
20
The voting procedure guaranteed anonymity: each player wrote
on a piece of paper the ID number of the player she would like
to serve as a monitor. Subjects could see each other but were not
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TABLE 1 Experimental Design
Game Variant
Baseline (B L )
Random Monitor (Tr )
Elected Monitor (Te )

Centralized
Sanctioning
X
X

Elections

Sessions

Avg. Subjects per
Session

Rounds per
Session

X

50
48
49

10
10
10

6
2 prelim + 4
2 prelim + 4

allows an estimate of the independent effect of the process
by which the monitor has obtained her sanctioning powers. In each farmer association, 30 members, on average,
took part in the experiment. Each of those participants
was randomly assigned to only one of the three game variants, though all three variants were played in each of the
50 farmer groups.21 Table 1 summarizes the experimental
design.22

Stages of the PGG
• Stage 1: Contribution to the PG. Players decide
anonymously how to divide 10 MUs between a private
and a public account. To ensure anonymity, players
make their allocation decisions behind three-sided
cardboard screens.
• Stage 2: Contributions become common knowledge. Research assistants (RAs) display publicly all
the contributions to the public account (in USH),
from the lowest to the highest. Players are unable,
however, to match between contributions and players’ identity.
• Stage 3: Payoffs. RAs calculate publicly the mean
contribution to the public account and the size of
the social return. Using this information, RAs display the payoff (private + social returns) for each
contribution level displayed on the public board.

allowed to talk and were not given any information about other
subjects. Subjects were sampled from six different villages and,
therefore, did not know, on average, more than one or two other
participants (covillagers). They knew, however, that all session subjects shared membership in their farmer cooperative. Importantly,
none of the subjects held a leadership position in the cooperative.
21
The number of subjects per session ranged from 8 to 12. This is
higher than in most PGGs (2 to 4), and was required in order to
protect our subjects’ anonymity. In two occasions the number of
sampled members was too small to conduct all three variants due
to a funeral that took place on the data-collection day.
22
For additional information on the experimental design, including
scripts, we encourage readers to consult the online supplementary
materials.

Variants
— In B L , stages 1–3 are repeated for six rounds.
— In Tr and Te , stages 1–3 are repeated for two rounds,
then, at the end of preliminary round 2, monitors are
selected/elected. In the subsequent four rounds (rounds
3 to 6), subjects repeat stages 1–5.
• Stage 4: Punishment decisions. Monitors, standing
in front of the participants, point to the contribution(s) to which they want to assign “reduction
points.” Monitors do not identify the individual
players who are sanctioned, but only the level of
contribution. Similarly, players know what levels
of contribution are punished, but cannot match
sanctions to players’ identity.
• Stage 5: Payoffs recalculated. Following the monitors’ sanctioning decision, RAs reduce the payoffs of
sanctioned contributions by 3 MUs (300 USH). Play
repeats for four rounds under a sanctioning regime.

Experimental Findings
A descriptive summary of our two major experimental
findings is offered in Figure 1, in which we report the trend
in the average contribution to the public good for each of
the three variants. Consistent with previous findings, in
the first two preliminary rounds, subjects contributed between 40 and 45% of their endowment, and there were no
differences between variants in the preliminary rounds, as
one would expect, since all subjects participated in a PGG
without sanctioning. In contrast, significant differences
in contributions between B L and both Tr and Te are observed as soon as the threat of punishment is introduced,
even before observing monitors’ behavior. In round 3, subjects in Tr contributed to the public account 16.6% (P =
0.000) and in Te 24.4% more (P = 0.000) than subjects
in BL, suggesting that participants acted under the expectation that monitors would punish defectors. Similar differences are observed in subsequent rounds, confirming
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FIGURE 1 Average Contribution to the
Public Good by Treatment

error term:
(3)
(2)
),
 j(3) | T, t ∼ N(0,  (3) ), i(2)
j | T, t,  j ∼ N(0, 
(3)

(2)

Eijt | T, t,  j , ij ∼ N(0, ).

The random intercepts and residual error are also assumed to be mutually independent; however, given the
panel nature of the data, we further assume that the
residual errors have an autoregressive structure of order
p = 2. To increase precision we also estimate the following model:
yi j t = ␣ + ␦T + ␥ t + ␤X ij +  j(3) + ij(2) + Eijt (2)

Note: For rounds 3 and 6, the graph reports the percentage
increase in contributions comparing random with baseline
condition, and elected with random. Reproduced from Baldassarri and Grossman (2011).

the effectiveness of centralized sanctioning. Secondly,
subjects in Te contributed to the public account, on average, 9% more than subjects in Tr (P = 0.002), thus providing evidence that elections have a positive impact on
contribution levels, above and beyond the mere threat of
punishment.23
We test the statistical significance of our results estimating various specifications of the following three-level
random-intercept model.
yi j t = ␣ + ␦T + ␥ t +  j(3) + ij(2) + Eijt

(1)

where yijt is the public goods contribution of subject i
from the farmer cooperative j at round t; T ∈ {0, 1} is a
treatment assignment indicator, such that ␦ is the average
treatment effect of interest; T ∈ {3, . . . , 6} indicates the
round of play;  j(3) is the random intercept for farmer co-

where X i j is an n × K matrix of individual covariates and ␤ is a vector of coefficients. Table A1 in the
appendix reports the main results of the experiment.
First, corroborating Hypothesis 2, in the presence of a
centralized-sanctioning authority, subjects significantly
increased their contribution to the public good. The average treatment effect (ATE) for Tr compared to B L
is .5 MU, and the ATE for Te compared to B L is almost 1
MU.24
Second, confirming Hypothesis 3, the political process through which monitors obtain their sanctioning
power is consequential. The ATE for Te compared to Tr
is .4 MU.25 Having provided strong evidence that elections
positively influence contribution levels, we now turn to
explore the mechanisms that might account for such an
effect.
According to Hypothesis 4, we expect greater contributions in the elected monitor to be due to a “legitimacy effect”: subjects should express greater deference
to monitors whose legitimacy has been certified through
elections. There are two instances in our research design
where people are met with the opportunity to change
their behavior in compliance with monitors’ authority:
(1) when they enter a sanctioning environment in round
3, in anticipation of possible sanctioning and (2) when
they are sanctioned in any subsequent round. In both
cases, participants’ adaptive behavior is a function of
the threat of punishment, which changes the structure

operative j and i(2)
j is the random intercept for individual
i nested within farmer cooperative j ; and, finally, ⑀i j t is
the residual error term. We make the following assumptions regarding the random intercepts and the residual

24
This finding is equivalent to other lab-in-the-field PGGs, where
peer sanctioning increased cooperation relative to the baseline (see
Barr 2001 and Carpenter 2004). The modest decline in baseline is
consistent with findings from PGG studies in nonwestern settings.
Whereas cooperation declines significantly with college-aged participants in the United States, cooperation rates remain higher and
are sustained longer with African and Asian subjects (Cardenas and
Carpenter 2008).

23
A brief summary of these experimental results has appeared in
Baldassarri and Grossman (2011).

25
This result is consistent with Fearon, Humphreys, and Weinstein
(2009), who find an increase in contribution in a PGG in Liberian
communities that were exposed to the political and social participatory components of Community Driven Reconstruction (CDR)
programs.
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TABLE 2 DIF in DIF: Anticipation of Monitors’
Behavior
(A)
Round 3
Elected monitor
Round 3 × Elected
monitor
Individual controls
Monitor profile
Intercept
Observations

(B)
∗

(C)

(D)

38.83
34.77
36.34∗
(12.48) (12.69) (1290)
0.82
23.35
26.01
(28.76) (26.84) (26.43)
44.36∗ 46.99∗ 46.61∗
(18.04) (18.71) (19.22)
X
X
X
X
428.49∗ 461.22∗ 338.59∗ 368.23∗
(17.49) (50.41) (125.33) (123.88)
1951 1862
1858
1782
36.49
(12.03)
−5.14
(30.32)
46.78∗
(17.68)

∗

∗

Standard errors clustered at the farmer association level in parentheses.∗ p > 0.05.
Note: Difference-in-difference estimation of the change in
contribution from preliminary round 2 to round 3—the first
round under a sanctioning regime, but before the behavior of
the monitor has been revealed. Round 3 is binary: it equals zero
to indicate round 2 and equals one to indicate round 3. Elected
monitor is also binary: it equals zero to indicate random monitor
condition and equals one to indicate elected monitor condition.
The coefficient on the interaction (Round 3 × Elected monitor)
is the difference-in-difference estimator. The t-statistic on the DIF
regression coefficient is the t-test for equality of the differences.

of monetary incentives in the same way in both Tr and
Te , and a function of legitimacy, which we expect to be
greater in Te . In measurement terms, the effect of legitimacy is the change in behavior that cannot be reduced to
the threat of punishment. If legitimacy has no effect, we
would simply see similar patterns of adaptive behavior in
both Tr and Te .
First, we consider subjects’ anticipation by looking
at changes in contributions from the second preliminary
round to round 3, before monitors’ decisions over
sanctioning take place. While in the preliminary rounds
average contributions to the public account in Tr and Te
are similar, in round 3 subjects in Te contributed significantly more (+8.8%) than subjects in Tr . Difference-indifference regression models confirm the significance of
these results (Table 2). Whether controlling for individual
covariates (Model B), monitors’ profiles (Model C), or
both (Model D), the change in contribution in round 3
under an elected monitor is between two to three times
higher than the change in behavior under a random
monitor.
Second, we consider players’ reactions to punishment
as further evidence of the greater deference to elected
monitors. Parameter estimates come from a three-level
random-intercept model as in equation (2), only here the

dependent variable is the change in player i ’s contribution
from t−1 to t as a function of whether player i has been
sanctioned at t−1, the type of monitor, and the interaction between those variables. As shown in the Appendix,
Table A2, having been punished at round t−1 increases
subjects’ contribution at round t by 20−24 USH under a
random monitor but two to three times higher under an
elected monitor.
Having found evidence consistent with a “legitimacy
effect,” we rule out the possibility of a confounding impact due to leadership selection. Namely, we test whether
higher levels of cooperation are due to the characteristics
of the elected monitors. We find, on one hand, that subjects elected monitors with socially dominant profiles—
elected monitors were more likely to be male, wealthier,
more educated, and more likely to have been born locally,
compared to the pool of eligible monitors (online SI,
Figure 1). On the other hand, knowing a monitor’s
profile—his or her gender, education, age, wealth, place of
birth, and religiosity—does not improve our capacity to
predict subjects’ contributions. When regressing subjects’
contribution on monitors’ profile in Tr , the characteristics of monitors, whether tested separately or jointly, do
not have a significant effect on contributions (online SI,
Table 2). In addition, the sociodemographic profile of
monitors does not affect subjects’ change in contributions from preliminary round 2 to round 3 (SI, Table 2),
nor their reaction to sanctioning (Appendix, Table A2).
These findings, cumulatively, weaken the possibility
of a leadership-selection effect.26 It is possible, however,
that elected monitors have certain attributes that induce
cooperation, which are unobserved to the research team
but visible to the experimental subjects. Though the possibility of unobserved heterogeneity cannot be ruled out,
it does not seem to play a decisive role in this experiment. For one, elected monitors are not more publicspirited than random monitors, at least as this is reflected
in their contributions to the public good in the preliminary rounds.27 Second, as we demonstrate below, we do
not find much evidence suggesting that elected monitors were enforcing cooperation more ardently than random monitors. Third, elected monitors’ religiosity is not
higher than random monitors, at least as this is reflected in
26
These results do not question the role that leaders’ qualities play in
solving collective action problems (Grossman and Hanlon 2011).
Rather, they confirm that leaders’ selection effects are not likely to
play a role in the context of this experiment.
27
In preliminary round 1, random monitors contributed to the
public account, on average, 5.61 MUs, whereas elected monitors
contributed 5.02. In preliminary round 2, random monitors contributed 4.98 MUs and elected monitors 3.54. Contributions were
made anonymously, before monitors were selected.
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church attendance.28 Finally, recall that our subjects were
drawn from six neighboring villages, none held leadership positions in the farmer association, and they were
not allowed to talk throughout the entire course of the
experiment. These design features further reduce the possibility that participants had private knowledge of how
well other subjects would perform as monitors. In the
next section, we analyze monitors’ sanctioning behavior
and test whether the different criteria for monitor selection may have affected monitors’ sanctioning strategies,
and thus, indirectly, cooperation.

Monitors’ Sanctioning Behavior
In our experimental setting, monitors did not gain any
monetary benefit from higher levels of contribution to
the public account, and had to sacrifice part of their endowment to sanction members. Nonetheless, and in accordance with Hypothesis 1, both elected and random
monitors sanctioned “defectors”: from about an average
of 2.5 subjects sanctioned in round 3 to 1.5 subjects in
round 6. We therefore conclude that, at least in a situation
in which reputation is at stake (the identity of the monitors was known to all participants), internal centralized
authorities will punish defectors at a personal cost.
Next, we consider whether monitors in Tr and Te follow different sanctioning strategies. Though elected and
random monitors sanction, on average, the same number
of subjects per round, they vary in the maximum contribution for which subjects are punished. In round 3,
monitors in Tr and Te sanctioned similar levels of contribution. In subsequent rounds, the average maximum
contribution sanctioned by random monitors gradually
declined, while it increased for elected monitors. By round
6, subjects in Tr who contributed more than 25% of their
endowment were not punished, while subjects in Te were
sanctioned for contributing up to 37% of their endowment (P = 0.022).
Comparing the behavior of monitors in Tr and Te is,
however, complicated by the fact that the distributions
of contributions faced by elected monitors are different
from those faced by random monitors. In fact, the PGG
was designed to study subjects’ levels of cooperation
under different monitoring treatments, whereas the distribution of contributions was generated endogenously
and was not experimentally controlled. PGGs studies that
analyze punishment behavior have generally dealt with
this problem by ignoring it. Yet, since the contribution
28

In Uganda, religiosity is considered an important attribute for
those seeking public office.

levels that monitors face are not under the control of the
experimenter, they should be treated as observational
data. Accordingly, we used the Kullback–Leibler (K–L)
divergence measure (Kullback and Leibler 1951) to match
the distribution of contributions that an elected monitor
faced with the closest distribution of contributions that
a random monitor faced.29 Using the matched pairs, we
were then able to assess the extent to which the behavior
of elected and random monitors differs.30
To assess whether elected monitors enforce stronger
norms of cooperation, we rely on two measures: (1) the
number of subjects and (2) the maximum contribution
sanctioned by the monitors. Plots in the top row of
Figure 2 report, for each round t, the number of subjects
punished by elected monitors (y-axis), as a function of
the number of subjects punished by random monitors (xaxis), for all matched pairs. Dots that are above (below)
the 45◦ line are matched pairs in which the elected monitor sanctioned more (less) subjects than the matched
random monitor. Similarly, plots in the bottom row report the maximum contribution sanctioned in round t for
matched pairs of monitors. In both cases, the number of
dots above the 45◦ line is roughly similar to the number of
dots below the line, suggesting that there is no difference
between random and elected monitors with respect to
the number of players and maximum contribution sanctioned. This finding is confirmed by Wilcoxon matchedpairs signed-rank tests (p-values reported in Figure 2).
In conclusion, when facing similar distributions,
elected and random monitors adopt similar sanctioning
strategies. We find no evidence that elected monitors enforced norms of cooperation more forcefully. In addition,
we find that for both monitors, the frequency of punishment is not related to a group’s average contribution
(online SI, Figure 2). Taken together, these findings are
consistent with a model in which monitors do not punish
according to some predefined acceptable level of contribution. Instead, both elected and random monitors consider subjects’ contribution relative to the contribution of
others and follow a heuristic strategy of sanctioning a few
contributors at the bottom of the distribution. Our analysis of monitors’ sanctioning strategy strengthens our confidence that leader-selection effects and unobserved heterogeneity are not confounding the effect of legitimacy.
Finally, considering that subjects’ contributions are not
29

For two probability distributions P and Q of a discrete random variable, the K–L divergence is defined as D K L = (P ||Q) =

P (i )
.
P (i )l og Q(i
)
30
Within blocks defined by rounds, we used a nearest neighbor
with replacement matching algorithm. Consult the online SI for
additional information.
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of the Sanctioning Behavior of Matched Pairs of Monitors
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Note: Plots in the first row show the number of players sanctioned in round t by elected monitors as a function of the
number of players sanctioned by the random monitors, for all matched pairs. Plots in the second row show maximum
contribution sanctioned in round t by elected monitors, as a function of the maximum contribution sanctioned by the
random monitors, for all matched pairs. Note that negative values on the x- and y-axis refer to sessions in which the
monitor did not sanction any contribution. Each graph reports p-values from Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank tests.
Dots are jittered.

affected by the number of other subjects or the maximum
amount sanctioned (Appendix, Table A2), we conclude
that monitors’ major impact on cooperation has more to
do with the anticipation and response to the sanctioning
that they elicit than with their actual sanctioning strategy.

Discussion of the Experimental Part
Given that both types of monitors use a similar sanctioning strategy, and given that subjects are not swayed by
elected monitors’ dominant social profile, why would rational subjects contribute more toward the public goods
under an elected monitor compared to subjects under a
random monitor? One plausible explanation is that subjects simply miscalculated; i.e., they had false expectations regarding monitors’ relative intensity of punish-

ment strategy. However, if this explanation were true, we
would have seen contributions under random and elected
monitors converge over time once subjects updated their
beliefs following monitors’ revealed behavior. Moreover,
“miscalculation” does not explain why subjects who were
punished by elected monitors increase their contributions
to the public account in the subsequent round more than
twice as much as subjects punished by random monitors. Instead, we argue that legitimacy is a mediator in the
relationship between elections and subjects’ cooperative
behavior. If true, how then does legitimacy operate?
We have noted that the concept of legitimacy
captures internal psychological dispositions, beliefs,
and attitudes that increase the willingness to obey an
authority (Levi, Sacks, and Tyler 2009). Since we do
not have direct measures of these dispositions, but only
observe their behavioral manifestations in the form of
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compliance (referred to by Levi et al. as “behavioral
legitimacy”), we can only sketch here some preliminary
propositions. One plausible explanation builds on recent
work by Hopfensitz and Reuben (2009) on response
to punishment in PGGs. According to Hopfensitz and
Reuben, for sanctions to be effective they must trigger
the negative prosocial emotions of guilt or shame.
If legitimacy denotes people’s sense of moral obligation to follow the authority, and if moral standards denote
“internalized rules of behavior from which deviations are
psychologically costly” (Greif and Tadelis 2010), it follows
that deviations from group rules may carry a psychological
cost that is a function of the legitimacy of the authority.
In other words, to be punished by a leader selected by the
group is more shameful and/or triggers a stronger sense
of guilt. Assuming that punishment by a legitimate authority carries a higher psychological cost fully accounts
for the difference in subjects’ anticipation and response
to sanctioning that we observed between Tr and Te .31
Further research should explore more deeply the emotions and dispositions triggered by authorities that are
endowed with sanctioning powers via different selection
methods or via different sources of legitimacy, considering, for example, more traditional forms of authority.
In recent years, researchers have used PGGs to
demonstrate that allowing subjects to punish their peers
increases the contribution to public goods production.
Our lab-in-the-field experiment builds on that intuition,
but it expands the literature in two directions. First,
consistent with Hypothesis 1, both elected and random
monitors punished defectors. Second, consistent with
Hypothesis 2, the experiment demonstrates that internal
centralized-sanctioning authorities punish sufficiently
to have a net positive impact on cooperation. Third,
the experiment demonstrates that beyond the threat
of punishment, cooperation is also conditional on the
political process by which leaders acquire their authority
(Hypothesis 3). Subjects were more responsive to a leader
when given the possibility to participate in her selection.

Observational Data
The experimental findings point to the relevance of the
political process or procedure through which leadership is
31
At no point do we claim that the legitimacy of elected leaders
depends necessarily on the fairness of the selection process. Lottery
is indeed a fair selection method, as any experimentalist would
attest. Recall that ancient Athens filled seats on its legislative council
by drawing lots from among its citizens. See Manin (1997) for an
excellent discussion.
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selected as the basis for the legitimacy of internal centralized authorities. We further demonstrated that this
sort of procedural legitimacy likely mediates the causal
relation between leader-selection processes and members’ public goods contribution.32 In this section, we analyze observational data gathered specifically to attest to
the ecological validity of the experimental findings: i.e.,
the extent to which the experiment captures features that
are relevant to our subjects’ cooperative behavior in their
natural setting. Our analysis proceeds in two steps. First,
we test whether there exists a positive association between the perceived legitimacy of the managers of the
farmer cooperatives and group members’ level of cooperation. Secondly, we test whether behavior in the controlled
environment of the experiment can predict cooperative
behavior in the farmer association. If so, this should increase our confidence that the experimental conditions
reproduce key features of the subjects’ natural setting.
In our attempt at relating experimental findings to
the ordinary life of farmer cooperatives, we focus our
empirical analysis on a set of measures of procedural legitimacy. In general, measuring legitimacy is a difficult
task. Following previous scholarship, we rely on a variety of survey questions that capture different aspects that
might affect the respondent’s perception of the legitimacy
of the group leader. We consider a total of eight proxy
measures of legitimacy. Two are attitudinal and rather
abstract: they are members’ assessment of (a) whether
the DC manager is monitored and (b) whether the DC
leadership is accountable. Two measures relate to the respondent’s level of information, namely (c) whether the
member is able to name the DC manager or chairperson
and (d) whether the member knows the method for
electing the DC manager. Three measures are behavioral,
namely (e) how often a member receives receipts when
selling through the association;33 (f) whether the respondent attended the last general assembly meeting; and (g)
whether the respondent voted in the last farmer group
elections. Finally, using principal component analysis, we
also combined the above responses into (h) an index of
“perceived legitimacy.”
Our key outcome variable is members’ level of participation in public goods production. Collective marketing
is the central activity of farmer associations, and, as
32
See Rothstein (2009) for a fruitful discussion of the distinction
between procedural and performance-based legitimacy.
33
In countries such as Uganda, credit-constrained farmer associations are usually unable to pay members cash-on-delivery. Instead,
members receive payments only about three to five weeks after they
had delivered their crops to their DC. Members, therefore, have a
clear interest in receiving a receipt, specifying the date and volume
delivered, since it can reduce the likelihood of being exploited.
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explained above, it is a major collective action problem
that farmer groups must overcome. We therefore measure
cooperation by looking at the marketing decisions of
group members. A high level of cooperation exists when
members sell a large fraction of their crops via their
farmer group.34 We use two self-reported measures of
members’ marketing decisions to measure cooperation:
(1) a binary indicator of whether a member sold his
coffee via the association, at least once, in the past season;
and (2) the proportion of a member’s total seasonal
coffee yield that was sold via the farmer group in the past
season. The results of our analyses are similar using either
measure of cooperation. Here, we report results using the
continuous measure of cooperation, while results from
the binary measure can be found in the online SI.
According to Hypothesis 4, we expect farmer associations in which the manager’s perceived legitimacy is
higher also to have higher levels of collective marketing.
We test this hypothesis by running a set of multilevel
random-intercept models, in which a member’s marketing decision is modeled as a function of one of the eight
measures of procedural legitimacy listed before. We use a
regression equation of the form:
yi j = ␤0 + ␤1 L i j + X i j  (1) + F j  (2) +  j(2) + Ei j (3)
where the dependent variable yij is the proportion of a
member’s total seasonal yield that was sold via the farmer
group in the past season. Our main variable of interest is
L ij , which measures individual i’s perception of the manager’s legitimacy; X ij is a vector of individual-level controls, such as sex, age, education, log seasonal yield, years
since joining the farmer groups, the rating of the local
middleman’s honesty, richness of associational life, and
church attendance. F j is a vector of group-level controls:
the association’s age, its membership size, manager’s effort level, mean seasonal yield, and mean distance to the
nearest trading center;  j(2) is the random intercept for
farmer cooperative j ; and Eij is the residual error term.35
To make the interpretations of coefficient easier, we follow Gelman’s (2008) advice to center binary independent
variables and rescale all other variables by subtracting
their mean and dividing by two standard deviations. Regression results are reported in Table A3 (appendix).

34
This measure is better than alternative public goods measures
such as price. First, it directly measures members’ cooperative behavior. Second, price may be affected by a host of factors outside
the control of the association.
35
We also tested model specifications that nested farmer cooperatives in strata and that allowed the legitimacy variables to vary across
groups. A likelihood ratio test rejected those specifications in favor
of the more parsimonious two-level random-intercept model.

Notably, a positive association between the leader’s
perceived legitimacy and members’ participation in collective marketing is found in all eight proxy measures of
legitimacy. For example, controlling for individual and for
group-level variables, participation in group activities—
e.g., attending the last general assembly meeting and voting in the last farmer group elections—is associated with
more than a 10% increase in the share of a member’s seasonal yield sold via her farmer association. In sum, across
a wide range of legitimacy proxy measures, the change
in the estimated probability of cooperation is positive,
substantial, and significant by conventional standards.

Comparing Behavior in the Experiment and
Real Life
In the last part of the analysis, we turn to compare the
subjects’ cooperative behavior in the controlled experiment with their behavior in their natural environment, as
farmer group members. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to make such comparison in the context of PGGs.36
In particular, we expect that cooperative behavior in the
elected-monitor treatment, which we interpret as capturing individuals’ deference to legitimate authority, will
predict behavior in the farmers’ natural setting, where we
have shown a positive relation between procedural legitimacy and cooperation. While this would not be a direct
proof of the causal impact of a leader’s legitimacy on cooperation in the natural setting, a positive correlation can
be considered as an indirect validation of such a causal
statement. In other words, what works under the “petri
dish” of a controlled experiment might be at work in the
natural setting as well.
To test whether cooperative behavior in the controlled setting predicts behavior in the natural setting, we
run the following multilevel random-intercept logistic
regression for each of the three treatment conditions:
Pr(Yij = 1) = ␤0 + ␤1 C̄ ij + X ij  (1) +  j(2) + Eij (4)
where Yij is an indicator of whether respondent i from
group j contributed to the group public goods by
selling her crops via the association, at least once, in the
past season. Our key independent variable is C̄ ij , the
respondent’s mean contribution to the public account in
the PGG; X ij is a vector of individual-level controls: contribution in the preliminary round, sex, age, education,
total seasonal yield, years since joining the farmer group,
36
Laury and Taylor (2008) compare behavior in a PGG to subjects’ willingness to donate from their experiment’s earnings to a
local NGO. Since such donation is not part of the subjects’ natural
activity, their results should be treated with some care.
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FIGURE 3 Relation between Cooperative
Behavior in the PGG and as Farmer
Cooperatives Members
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richness of associational life, church attendance, honesty
of the local middleman, and whether the respondent
was born locally.  j(2) is the random intercept for farmer
cooperative j , and Eij is the residual error term.37 Here,
too, binary independent variables were centered, and all
other variables were rescaled by subtracting their mean
and dividing by two standard deviations.
Results are presented in Figure 3 and in the online SI,
Table 7.38 For each treatment, we graph the predicted
probability of selling via the farmer group (Yij = 1) for
a farmer whose mean contribution in the PGG was two
standard deviations below the grand mean (“defector”)
and for a farmer whose mean contribution in the PGG
was two standard deviations above the grand mean (“cooperator”), holding control variables at their mean. We
find that in the elected-monitor condition, cooperative behavior in the PGG is positively and significantly related
to behavior in the farmer group: whereas the predicted
probability of a defector in the PGG to sell her crop via
the farmer group is 46%, it is 85% for a PGG cooperator.
We interpret these findings to reflect the fact that
the elected-monitor treatment approximates the process
of legitimation of centralized authorities that occurs in
farmer groups. Farmers who elected their monitor were
able to draw on their past experiences and group norms.
37
The proportion of cooperators in the natural setting was equally
balanced across the three treatments. See Table 11 in the online
Supporting Information.
38
The results we present are robust to other specifications: e.g.,
running the model with and without controls; using other specifications of cooperation in the natural setting, such as share of total
yield sold via DC, etc.

As a consequence, their game behavior reflects real-life
patterns of behavior in a manner that is not visible in the
other treatment conditions.
That people bring their experience and social norms
into a laboratory environment has been demonstrated in
past studies. For example, Henrich et al. (2004) report
a large variation in cooperative behavior across communities, differences that they attribute to interactional
patterns of everyday life and the social norms operating
in those communities. Similarly, Goette, Huffman, and
Meier (2006) show that individuals’ willingness to cooperate and enforce norms, in an experiment, is a function
of their “natural” group affiliations. It is important to recall that such values, norms, and experiences are brought
into the lab by the subjects and are not experimentally
induced. As such, they constitute key information that
people use in their decision making (Levitt and List 2007).
Our findings suggest that the legitimacy of internal
centralized authorities is an important factor in determining the effectiveness of farmer groups, and likely of
other similar community organizations. These findings
underscore the merit of behavioral experiments, insofar
as results suggest that the PGGs used in the current study
were able to identify causal mechanisms that are likely to
be at work in a meaningful real-world setting. The correlation between the behavior in the controlled setting
(when exposed to the legitimacy stimulus/cue) and in the
natural environment (where the stimulus is experienced
and reported by the subjects) suggests that there is some
continuity between the two contexts. This, indirectly, provides support to the idea that the mechanism we tested in
the lab might be at work in the real world.

Conclusion
This study makes contributions to several distinct literatures. In experimental and formal research, peer
punishment has been largely considered as the only alternative to the coercive power of an external agency (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992). However, complex societies are not sustainable on the basis of peer punishment
alone. Using a novel modification of the PGG, this article
incorporates the idea of internal centralized authorities
into theories of public goods provision. In doing so, it
contributes to the study of the role sanctioning plays in
inducing cooperation in social dilemmas.
Centralized-sanctioning systems, however, cannot
rely exclusively on coercive punishment. Indeed, institutions that are perceived as legitimate only rarely turn to
brute force to enforce group norms. To minimize the use
of brute force, which is costly, centralized authorities need
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to be recognized as legitimate by the ruled (Ahlquist and
Levi 2011). We conceive of legitimacy as the dispositions
and attitudes that increase subjects’ willingness to obey
the authority of a centralized power, and we measure
its manifestation as the extent to which subjects comply
with its directives. The fact that sanctioned subjects who
elected their monitor increased their contribution in
subsequent rounds by more than double, compared to
sanctioned subjects who faced an arbitrary authority,
is indicative of the role legitimacy plays in sustaining
cooperation. Demonstrating how legitimacy mediates
the relationship between political processes and the effectiveness of leaders is, therefore, our second contribution.
Our article also contributes to the “newinstitutionalism” literature, which places incentives at the
center of the theory’s microfoundation. We complement
and enrich this framework by showing that the process by
which institutions are put into place has an independent
effect on an individual’s behavior, in ways that cannot be
easily reduced to monetary incentives. We have shown that
beyond the threat of punishment, the political process
through which centralized authorities acquire their sanctioning powers is consequential. When regulatory and
sanctioning powers are granted through elections, leaders’ directives are more likely to be followed, and their
sanctioning decisions are more likely to be effective in
inducing cooperation. These findings are consistent with
recent evidence of a positive impact that democratic elections have on public goods provision at the village level
in China (Martinez-Bravo et al. 2010). As such, our findings have important implications for our understanding
of the development of local forms of democratic rule.
Our study, therefore, calls for a closer examination of the
independent role of leaders and their selection rules.39
Our article also contributes to the study of legitimacy, which is a central concept in normative theory
and applied research (Hechter 2009). Until the late 1980s,
hardly any attention was paid to empirical investigation
of legitimacy (McEwen and Maiman 1986). In recent
years, however, scholars have increasingly sought to document the political and social effects of legitimacy. For
example, legitimacy is thought to play a central role in
compliance with health regulations during an epidemic
(Lieberman 2007), citizens’ support of war efforts (Levi
1997), and democratic transitions (Linz and Stepan
1996). Similarly, Gibson, Caldeira, and Spence (2005),
who focus on courts, and Murphy (2005), who focuses
on tax agencies, find that political institutions can gain
acceptance for unpopular decisions when legitimate. Past
39
For recent examples, see Beath, Christia, and Enikolopov (2012);
Grossman (2012); and Olken (2010).
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research focused almost exclusively on whether legitimacy
encourages deference to laws and norms. This study expands this literature by examining the role legitimacy
plays in securing cooperation in social dilemmas.
Finally, our article makes an important contribution to the study of political participation. We began by demonstrating experimentally something quite
intuitive—that elections increase the value of a local public good. But as we began ruling out options commonly
associated with why elections are deemed beneficial, we
were left with an important finding. Elections increased
the value of local public goods even after we eliminate
incumbents’ reelection considerations, and even when
we minimize the information voters have on potential
candidates, reducing their ability to select more able and
more responsive leaders. We found evidence suggesting
that something fundamental causes us to be more prosocial when we participate in key political process such as
elections. That elections affect not only the behavior of
incumbents but also the behavior of constituents who
had participated in the electoral process is among the key
findings of our study.
Turning our attention to the role of internal centralized authorities opens up a new set of questions for
future research. We have found that in the presence of
a centralized-sanctioning authority, groups can reach
higher levels of cooperation and that monitors, at least in
a situation in which their reputation is at stake, are willing
to bear the cost of punishing in order to increase cooperation.40 These results are qualitatively similar to those obtained using peer-sanctioning institutions, with the possible advantage that a centralized system of monitoring will
be more efficient than a decentralized one. Future studies
should investigate the relative efficiency of decentralized
(i.e., peer) versus centralized-sanctioning regimes. In addition, more work is needed in order to understand the
motivation behind the observed behavior of both regular
subjects and monitors and to explore the relative effectiveness of different legitimation processes (e.g., democratic
legitimacy versus more traditional forms of authority).
The study offers three core findings: (1) in an
experimental setting, political process had a causal
impact on individuals’ cooperative behavior: participants contributed more to a public good when their
monitor obtained her sanctioning powers through
elections; (2) the relation between legitimate authority
and cooperation exists also in the participants’ natural
40
In the experiment, monitors did not gain from higher levels of cooperation and had a monetary disincentive to sanction. Since their
identity was known to the game participants, when analyzing their
sanctioning decisions, we cannot decouple altruistic considerations
from reputation considerations.
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environment; and (3) greater cooperation in participants’
natural environment translates into a greater response
to the legitimacy cue: group members who participate
in collective marketing contribute more, on average, in
the elected-monitor condition than “defectors” who sell
their coffee to local middlemen. Taken together, our
findings suggest that the legitimacy of internal centralized
authorities is an important factor in determining the
success of farmer cooperatives, and likely of other similar
organizations. Combining a lab-in-the-field experiment
with observational data, we are able to isolate one of the
elements that makes group members cooperate in real life.
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Appendix
Table A1 Public Goods Contribution in Round t by Treatment
T r −BL
(A)
ATE
Round t − 1

(B)

(C)

∗

60.35
(15.16)
9.66∗
(2.64)

46.66
(11.72)
9.67∗
(2.67)
2.70
(6.24)
0.59∗
(0.02)

373.23∗
(18.57)
68∗
203∗
190∗
0.27∗
0.12∗
3964
−26934

109.93
(69.33)
52∗
127∗
196∗
0.30∗
0.14∗
3964
−26674

N. subjects in
session
Prelim
contribution
Male

∗

Age (units
of 10)
Church
attendance
Education (Std.)
Wealth (Std.)
Intercept

 (3)
 (2)
e
1
2
Observations
Log Likelihood

T e −BL
(A)
∗

51.01
(11.99)
8.26∗
(2.76)
3.98
(6.52)
0.59∗
(0.02)
−20.83
(13.61)
9.01∗
(4.42)
−28.73∗
(11.18)
−4.35
(6.68)
−7.44
(6.39)
197.43∗
(80.00)
56∗
118∗
199∗
0.32∗
0.15∗
3724
−25043

(B)

T e −T r
(C)

∗

∗

106.82
(15.58)
9.89∗
(3.04)

88.85
(12.69)
9.90∗
(3.06)
−3.72
(6.68)
0.51∗
(0.02)

372.11∗
(20.87)
82∗
163∗
237∗
0.41∗
0.18∗
3880
−26591

209.71∗
(74.08)
56∗
63∗
243∗
0.43∗
0.19∗
3880
−26384

(A)
∗

91.60
(12.96)
7.91∗
(3.15)
−2.04
(6.74)
0.50∗
(0.02)
−17.36
(14.45)
8.18
(4.91)
−23.90∗
(11.94)
−1.08
(7.22)
−11.31
(7.37)
280.94∗
(83.21)
55∗
0.03
251∗
0.44∗
0.20∗
3704
−25164

(B)

(C)

∗

∗

46.52
(14.56)
7.58∗
(2.78)

38.95
(11.41)
7.58∗
(2.78)
0.21
(6.92)
0.50∗
(0.02)

445.68∗
(19.18)
74∗
176∗
195∗
0.33∗
0.11∗
3708
−25099

231.76∗
(76.80)
55∗
108∗
195∗
0.33∗
0.11∗
3708
−24860

36.07∗
(11.76)
6.39∗
(2.83)
−1.38
(7.10)
0.50∗
(0.02)
−37.48∗
(13.13)
1.52
(4.29)
−23.54∗
(11.10)
2.65
(6.65)
−11.64
(6.47)
349.53∗
(86.84)
56∗
102∗
198∗
0.35∗
0.13∗
3540
−23712

Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p > 0.05.
Note: DV: Public goods contribution in round t. Table reports results from a series of three-level random intercept models, in which
contributions in round t (level 1) are nested within individuals (level 2), who themselves are nested within farmer associations (level 3).
Tr − B L refers to the average treatment effects (ATE) of random monitor (Tr ) compared to baseline (B L ), Te − B L refers to the ATE
 of
elected monitor (Te ) compared to baseline (B L ), and Te − Tr refers to the ATE of random monitor (Tr ) compared to elected (Te ).  (2)

refers to between-subjects variability,  (3) refers to variability between farmer groups, and e is the estimated standard deviation of the
overall error term. Given the panel setup, the multilevel regression models further assume that the errors have an autoregressive structure
of order 2 (captured by the parameters 1 and 2 ).
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Table A2 Reaction to Monitor’s Behavior: Response to Punishment

Elected monitor condition
Subject sanctioned at t − 1
Sanctioned t − 1 × Elected monitor
Round t − 1
Prelim contribution
N. subjects in session j
N. subjects sanctioned at t − 1
Max contribution sanctioned at t − 1
Min contribution sanctioned at t − 1
Individual controls
Monitor profile
Intercept

 (3)
 (2)
e
1
2
Observations
Log Likelihood

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

−5.06
(7.22)
24.50∗
(12.15)
41.21∗
(16.25)
−2.50
(5.50)
−0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.14
(3.39)
3.67
(2.88)
−0.02
(0.02)
−0.04
(0.03)

−6.93
(7.34)
20.88
(12.29)
40.70∗
(16.48)
−2.23
(5.55)
−0.03∗
(0.01)
0.48
(3.48)
3.54
(2.98)
−0.02
(0.02)
−0.04
(0.03)
X

−8.41
(8.59)
24.72
(12.63)
41.98∗
(16.74)
−2.67
(5.67)
−0.02
(0.01)
0.81
(3.76)
3.87
(3.08)
−0.03
(0.03)
−0.04
(0.03)

31.85
(45.88)
21∗
48∗
217∗
−0.67∗
−0.37∗
2559
–17260

45.75
(50.23)
22∗
54∗
213∗
−0.74∗
−0.41∗
2443
–16425

−8.60
(8.84)
22.39
(12.77)
40.61∗
(16.99)
−2.62
(5.70)
−0.02∗
(0.01)
1.89
(3.86)
3.73
(3.18)
−0.03
(0.03)
−0.05
(0.03)
X
X
41.70
(66.47)
26∗
51∗
214∗
−0.71∗
−0.38∗
2339
–15721

X
40.96
(63.43)
25∗
46∗
218∗
−0.66∗
−0.35∗
2445
–16485

Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p > 0.05.
Note: Table reports results from a series of three-level random intercept models, in which contributions in round t (level 1) are nested within
individuals (level 2), themselves nested within farmer associations (level 3). The dependent variable, change in individual contribution
from t − 1 to t, is modeled as a function of whether player i has been sanctioned at t − 1 and the type of monitor, controlling for monitor’s
sanctioning behavior at time t − 1 and player i ’s preliminary contributions. In Model (A) weadd individual controls, in Model (B) the
monitor’s sociodemographic characteristics, and in Model (D) we add both types of control.  (2) refers to between-subjects variability

and  (3) refers to variability between farmer groups, and e is the estimated standard deviation of the overall error term. All models
assume that the errors have an autoregressive structure of order 2 (captured by the parameters 1 and 2 ).

Seasonal yield
(log)
Years in group
(z)
Associational
life (z)
Church
attendance
(z)
N. of members
(z)
DC seasonal
yield (z)

Education (z)

MM honesty
(c)
Age (z)

Legitimacy
proxy
Male (c)

0.04
(0.02)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.23∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

A1

0.01
(0.01)
−0.02
(0.01)

0.04
(0.02)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.22∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

A2

Monitored (c)

∗

0.02
(0.01)
−0.07∗
(0.03)
0.24∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

B1
∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)

0.02
(0.01)
−0.07∗
(0.03)
0.23∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

B2

Accountable (c)

∗

0.09
(0.03)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.26∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

C1
∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.02
(0.01)

0.07
(0.03)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.25∗
(0.04)
−0.00
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

C2

Name (z)

∗

0.06
(0.03)
−0.05∗
(0.03)
0.26∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

D1
∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.02
(0.01)

0.06
(0.03)
−0.05∗
(0.03)
0.25∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

D2

Rule (c)
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∗

0.03
(0.01)
−0.05
(0.03)
0.22∗
(0.05)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

E1
∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)

0.03
(0.01)
−0.05
(0.03)
0.21∗
(0.05)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

E2

Receipts (c)

∗

0.11
(0.02)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.25∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

F1
∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)

0.10
(0.02)
−0.06∗
(0.03)
0.24∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

F2

Attend (c)

∗

0.10
(0.02)
−0.05∗
(0.03)
0.25∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

G1

∗

0.01
(0.01)
−0.02
(0.01)

0.10
(0.02)
−0.05∗
(0.03)
0.24∗
(0.04)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)

G2

Vote (c)

(Continued)

0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)

0.22∗
(0.05)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

0.23∗
(0.05)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
0.01∗
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)

H2
0.02∗
(0.01)
−0.07∗

∗

0.02
(0.01)
−0.07∗

H1

Index (z)
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0.48∗
(0.03)
0.17∗
0.41∗
1267
−735

∗

0.06
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.48∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1267
−736

A2

0.49∗
(0.03)
0.17∗
0.41∗
1237
−715

B1
∗

0.06
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.48∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1237
−717

B2

Accountable (c)

0.48∗
(0.03)
0.16∗
0.41∗
1306
−753

C1
∗

0.05
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.48∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1306
−755

C2

Name (z)

0.48∗
(0.03)
0.16∗
0.41∗
1306
−756

D1
∗

0.06
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.48∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1306
−757

D2

Rule (c)

0.51∗
(0.03)
0.16∗
0.41∗
1152
−671

E1
∗

0.05
(0.01)
−0.00
(0.01)
−0.02
(0.01)
0.51∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1152
−674

E2

Receipts (c)

0.48∗
(0.03)
0.16∗
0.41∗
1301
−747

F1
∗

0.06
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.48∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1301
−749

F2

Attend (c)

0.48∗
(0.03)
0.17∗
0.41∗
1271
−727

G1

∗

0.06
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.47∗
(0.02)
0.11∗
0.41∗
1271
−728

G2

Vote (c)

0.51∗
(0.03)
0.16∗
0.41∗
1102
−642

H1

0.05∗
(0.01)
0.00
(0.01)
−0.01
(0.01)
0.50∗
(0.02)
0.12∗
0.41∗
1102
−646

H2

Index (z)

Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p > 0.05.
Note: Table describes a set of random intercept regressions in which the dependent variable is the share of a member’s total seasonal coffee yield that was sold via the farmer group in the
past season. In all models, group members (level 1) are nested within their farmer association (level 2). The key independent variable is one of eight proxy measures of the DC manager’s
perceived legitimacy. “Monitored” and “Accountable” refer to whether the respondent believes the DC manager to be monitored and accountable, respectively; “Name” refers to whether the
respondent was able to name the DC manager or chairman correctly; “Rule” refers to whether the respondent knows the method for selecting the DC manager; “Receipts” refers to whether
the respondent receives receipts when participating in collective marketing; “Attend” refers to whether the respondent attended the last general assembly meeting; “Vote” refers to whether
the respondent voted in the last group elections; and “Index” is the first principal component from a principal component analysis (PCA) that combines the above
 proxy variables into a
single index. For each legitimacy proxy measure we fit a model that uses only individual-level controls (A1, B1, etc.) and a model that adds also DC-level controls.  (2) refers to variability
between farmer groups and e is the estimated standard deviation of the overall error term. Binary variables were centered (c), while all other variables were rescaled by subtracting their
mean and dividing by two standard deviations (z). DC = depot committee; MM = middleman; TC = trading center.


 (2)
e
Observations
Log
Likelihood

Distance to
TC (z)
Intercept

Manager’s
effort (z)
Age of DC (z)

A1

Monitored (c)

Table A3 (Continued)
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